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Effective navigation and interaction within immersive virtual environments (IVEs)
rely on thorough scene exploration. Therefore, wayfinding is essential, assisting
users in comprehending their surroundings, planning routes, and making
informed decisions. Based on real-life observations, wayfinding is, thereby, not
only a cognitive process but also a social activity profoundly influenced by the
presence and behaviors of others. In virtual environments, these “others” are
virtual agents (VAs), defined as anthropomorphic computer-controlled
characters, who enliven the environment and can serve as background
characters or direct interaction partners. However, less research has been
conducted to explore how to efficiently use VAs as social wayfinding support.
In this paper, we aim to assess and contrast user experience, user comfort, and
acquisition of scene knowledge through a between-subjects study involving
n = 60 participants across three distinct wayfinding conditions in one slightly
populated urban environment: (i) unsupported wayfinding, (ii) strong social
wayfinding using a virtual supporter who incorporates guiding and
accompanying elements while directly impacting the participants’
wayfinding decisions, and (iii) weak social wayfinding using flows of VAs
that subtly influence the participants’ wayfinding decisions by their
locomotion behavior. Our work is the first to compare the impact of VAs’
behavior in virtual reality on users’ scene exploration, including spatial
awareness, scene comprehension, and comfort. The results show the
general utility of social wayfinding support, while underscoring the
superiority of the strong type. Nevertheless, further exploration of weak
social wayfinding as a promising technique is needed. Thus, our work
contributes to the enhancement of VAs as advanced user interfaces,
increasing user acceptance and usability.
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1 Introduction

In virtual reality (VR) environments, scene exploration is fundamental, allowing users
to understand and navigate immersive virtual environments (IVEs) (Freitag et al., 2018).
Effective scene knowledge is thereby vital for decision-making, requiring rapid and accurate
exploration techniques (Sokolov et al., 2006). However, to successfully navigate within IVEs,
there is a critical need for robust wayfinding support. As stated by Carpman and Grant
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(2003), “wayfinding ease is part of caring for the user,” while the
importance of minimizing cognitive load imposed on users is
emphasized by LaViola Jr et al. (2017).

According to Dalton et al. (2019), the concept of wayfinding,
however, extends beyond mere psychological higher-order cognitive
processes. It takes on the dimension of a sociocultural phenomenon,
impacted not only by an individual’s mental navigation but also by
the social dynamics at play. Wayfinding becomes a social activity. In
our context, wayfinding is shaped by the presence and actions of
others surrounding the navigating individual, known as
synchronous wayfinding.

Based on real-life observation, Dalton et al. (2019) differentiated
between two primary types of social wayfinding: strong and weak.
For each type, we will provide a definition, also summarized in
Table 1, and how this social setting can be emulated with computer-
controlled anthropomorphic virtual agents (VAs).

The first type, termed strong social wayfinding, involves
deliberate and intentional support to an individual through
navigational assistants who actively provide wayfinding
information. Communication in these scenarios is typically
bidirectional, occurring through verbal or gestural means, often
in close proximity for effective exchange. The navigational assistants
are consciously known by the individual, with typically only a few or
a single assistant. By applying these principles in the realm of VR,
strong social wayfinding can be seamlessly emulated using a virtual
guide, guiding the VR user through an IVE, while imparting
knowledge about visited places or traversed routes.

In contrast, weak social wayfinding refers to the influence of
indirect and unintentional support from the social environment,
where individuals are guided by non-verbal and distal cues and
actions of many others. Those others providing the mainly
directional, social cues are referred to as strangers, as they do not
engage in direct communication with the individual. This concept,
thus, resembles the observation by Munro et al. (1999) that people
tend to follow established paths. It is also related to following
behavior (Helbing et al., 2000), herding (Baddeley, 2010), the
bandwagon effect (Leibenstein, 1950), and the principle of
conformity (Chang et al., 2020), all of which illustrate how
people tend to adopt behaviors influenced by social cues. By
applying these principles in the realm of VR, weak social
wayfinding can be seamlessly emulated using orchestrated flows
of VAs connecting important locations within a given IVE, subtly

guiding the VR user through the scene. Despite being deliberately
added from a scene designer’s point of view, these pedestrians-as-
cues still provide indirect and unintentional support from a VR
user’s perspective. Thus, they are unintentional signifiers (Jerald,
2015), seamlessly blending into the IVE, enhancing realism while
mimicking social behavior and directional cues present in the
real world.

This research aims to offer a comprehensive evaluation and
comparison of the effects of strong and weak social wayfinding
techniques in architectural environments, in contrast to unassisted
navigation within the same IVE. Our primary focus centers on
assessing the impact of these techniques on user comfort, overall
experiential quality, and acquisition of spatial knowledge. By
contrasting the outcomes, our objective is to provide a holistic
understanding of the unique benefits and limitations associated
with each approach, ultimately contributing to a deeper
comprehension of the role and significance of social wayfinding
strategies in IVEs.

Compared to prior work, our research introduces three key
contributions to the field: first, we have developed a novel concept of
a virtual supporter, representing the strong social wayfinding
support, which fulfills a dual role as both a wayfinding guide and
a knowledgeable companion. Second, we have devised an intricate
methodology for simulating virtual pedestrian flows, serving as a
form of weak social wayfinding for enhancing scene exploration.
Third and finally, to evaluate the effectiveness of our virtual
supporter and virtual pedestrian flows, we conducted a
comprehensive between-subjects user study. This study aimed to
compare the performance of our new designs against unsupported
scene exploration, focusing on key factors such as cognitive load,
acquired scene knowledge, and user comfort.

2 Related work

2.1 Virtual guides

As outlined by Cohen (1985) and Best (2012), VAs embedded as
virtual guides fulfill two primary roles: (i) as mentors, VAs enhance
users’ comprehension by providing contextual information and
insights during scene exploration (Carrozzino et al., 2018); (ii) as
pathfinders, they guide users through IVEs, ensuring a structured

TABLE 1 According to Dalton et al. (2019, Table 1), strong and weak social wayfinding can be clearly distinguished through six key characteristics. For
comprehensibility, we included the following aspects in italic font: category terms per characteristic and a few supplementary aspects for characteristic
expressions.

Characteristic Strong type Weak type

(i) Type of social influence Direct and intentional Indirect and unintentional

(ii) Sender–recipient exchange* Reciprocal Unidirectional

(iii) Mode of communication Verbal/gestural Primarily non-verbal

(iv) Proxemics Primarily proximal Primarily distal

(v) Level of familiarity Acquaintance/s or friend/s Stranger/s

(vi) Number of interactants** Rarely many Often many

*The social aid/cue producing wayfinding information is considered to be the sender, while the VR user, whose wayfinding and navigational decisions are consciously or unconsciously

influenced, is considered to be the recipient. **The VR user is not included here, as it only comprises the number of social entities used as social aid/cue.
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experience (Chrastil and Warren, 2013), while preventing users
from missing vital information or becoming disoriented in
intricate scenes (Liszio and Masuch, 2016).

Focusing on a VA’s role as a mentor, research highlights the
positive impact of virtual guides on the user experience, including
increased engagement and attention (Ibanez et al., 2003b; Chittaro
and Ieronutti, 2004). Virtual guides were found to outperform text
panels and voice-only conditions in content understanding
(Carrozzino et al., 2018), while some participants preferred
audio-only conditions for learning due to subjectively perceived
reduction of distractions (Rzayev et al., 2019a; Rzayev et al., 2019b).
Therefore, we aim for a balance between human-like vitality and
composed demeanor through deliberate gestures and tranquil
postures. Anthropomorphic characters such as virtual guides, as
opposed to audio-only conditions or human-like robots, were,
moreover, perceived as more realistic and enhance social
presence (Rzayev et al., 2019a; Rzayev et al., 2019b). Hoffmann
et al. (2009) state that this sense of social presence frequently leads
participants to interact with virtual guides, similarly to how they
engage with real humans, which is consistent with the Media
Equation theory (Reeves and Nass, 1996; Hoffmann et al., 2009).
To further enhance the social presence, it is, moreover, crucial for
virtual guides to align their behavior with user expectations (Ibáñez-
Martínez et al., 2008), incorporating factors such as gazing
(Martinez et al., 2010; Pfeiffer-Lessmann et al., 2012; Pejsa et al.,
2015) and gestures (Jerald, 2015). Additionally, natural user–agent
interaction can be enhanced by including linguistic style
adjustments as found in research by, e.g., de Jong et al. (2008) in
terms of politeness and formality, or by Ibanez et al. (2003a) and
Ibanez et al. (2003b) in terms of the audience and the VA’s
background and character. This aligns with findings that virtual
guides with personalities (Bates, 1994; Lim and Aylett, 2007; Lim
and Aylett, 2009) and storytelling abilities (Isbister and Doyle, 1999)
can enhance engagement. For the virtual supporter presented in this
work, we aimed at designing a friendly and humorous VA, offering
the flexibility of human-in-the-loop interactions and automatic
agent behavior.

Focusing on a VA’s role as a pathfinder, it is evident that VAs
can successfully guide users through scenes. Doyle and Hayes-Roth
(1997a), e.g., demonstrated that a VA can, thereby, select the next
location to be visited based on user feedback, while Cao et al. (2021)
proposed a system in which a predefined tour can be adapted based
on user preferences, allowing them to skip locations and revisit them
later. Nevertheless, using strictly predefined tours (Ibanez et al.,
2003b; Chrastil and Warren, 2013; Liszio and Masuch, 2016) is still
common. In addition to taking the full responsibility for wayfinding,
VAs can also function as companions, as exemplified by Ye et al.
(2021), while maintaining a “location-based sense of contextuality”
(Ibanez et al., 2003b) when following the user through the IVE. This
context awareness enhances user–agent interactions by tailoring
shared knowledge and actions accordingly. Research by Bönsch et al.
(2021b), comparing strict guides and knowledgeable companions
suggests that a hybrid role, leveraging both conditions, may be best
suited for enhancing user acceptance in VR, enabling an interactive
and adaptable, yet structured learning experience during scene
exploration. One possible design of this hybrid role is given in
Section 3.2. Here, we also incorporate socially compliant behavior
(van der Heiden et al., 2020) for the VA, considering interpersonal

distance preferences, ensuring that the VA approaches users at an
appropriate distance and adapts its trajectories to user needs, as
suggested by Jan et al. (2009) and Ye et al. (2021).

2.2 Virtual pedestrian flows

In the realm of our research, two factors are key when
considering pedestrian flows: (i) understanding whether
pedestrians can influence user behavior and (ii) implementing a
natural flow.

Various research studies have explored if and how virtual
characters influence a VR user’s behavior. Watanabe et al. (2020)
used static virtual crowds to draw attention to specific shops, while
Yoshida et al. (2018) as well as Yoshida and Yonezawa (2021) used
virtual pedestrians with adjustable walking speed and gaze direction
to draw users’ attention toward advertisements. Zhao et al. (2020)
highlighted the importance of copresent avatars representing other
participants, improving wayfinding accuracy through real-time
interaction, while Ibáñez-Martínez et al. (2008) demonstrated the
effectiveness of animal flocks as spatial cues to direct users’ attention
toward important locations in large-scale IVEs. Ríos et al. (2018) as
well as Rios and Pelechano (2020) emphasized the influence of
group behavior and the likelihood of conformity, even in small
groups. In a video-based study, Bönsch et al. (2021a) observed that
participants tend to naturally align with simulated pedestrian flows,
suggesting the effectiveness of this approach for subtly guiding users
through IVEs.

Consequently, research consistently demonstrated that the use
of virtual characters can effectively direct users’ attention in IVEs.
Extending the work of Bönsch et al. (2021a), our second
contribution is a more comprehensive exploration of pedestrian
flows in IVEs. By recognizing the significance of a positive user
experience by avoiding any adverse effects resulting from poor flow
design, we, thereby, consider the state of the art in flow modulation.

Various methods have been developed to realistically embed
virtual pedestrians into IVEs. These techniques focus primarily on
simulating crowd behavior, ensuring autonomous and socially
compliant movements of virtual pedestrians. A comprehensible
overview of agent-based crowd simulations was recently provided
by van Toll and Pettré (2021). To enhance the realism, there has
been a growing emphasis on introducing diverse and context-
specific behaviors within virtual crowds. This includes
incorporating role-dependent behavior (Bogdanovych and
Trescak, 2017), using influence maps to simulate specific needs
(Krontiris et al., 2016), and emulating real-life visiting patterns
(Levasseur and Veron, 1983; Chittaro and Ieronutti, 2004).

In the context of social interactions, real-life observations in
communal spaces indicated that a significant portion of individuals
move in social groups, a phenomenon often mirrored in virtual
pedestrian behavior (Rojas and Yang, 2013). Different group
formations are, thus, often used and adjusted dynamically based
on the current situation, aligning with social preferences (Peters and
Ennis, 2009; Moussaïd et al., 2010; Rojas and Yang, 2013; Fu et al.,
2014). In this work, we, however, decided to stick to single agents to
maintain greater control over the flow.

To further enhance the naturalism of the IVE, visual distinction
of the virtual pedestrians is crucial to avoid the perception of clones.
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To this end, various strategies have been proposed ranging from
using different representative body shapes while avoiding extreme
variations (Shi et al., 2017) over avoiding appearance clones by
incorporating diverse accessories and color variations in clothing,
hair, and skin tone, especially for heads and upper torsos
(McDonnell et al., 2008; McDonnell et al., 2009), to avoiding
motion clones using out-of-sync motion timings to effectively
achieving visual distinction (McDonnell et al., 2009). For smaller
crowds (8–24 characters), Pražák and O’Sullivan (2011) thereby
suggest using three distinct motions, with timing variations for each
character. For larger crowds exceeding 250 pedestrians, Adili et al.
(2021) found that more than one distinct walking motion per gender
does improve perceptual realism, suggesting that a limited variety of
motions suffices.

3 Materials and methods

3.1 Scenic specifics

In the context of urban environments, two significant features
emerge: points and areas of interest. Although points of interest
(POIs) refer to significant items or locations in a given IVE, such as a
single statue, areas of interest (AOIs) are defined as relevant and
distinct regions within the scene, characterized by well-defined
boundaries such as a park, which themselves encompass multiple
POIs. In this regard, POIs can either fall within an AOI, rendering
them AOI-contained, or exist as isolated and autonomous entities,
referred to as individual POIs.

3.2 Strong social wayfinding: the
virtual supporter

For effective wayfinding in unfamiliar IVEs, virtual guides as direct
supporters can help users navigate these scenes. Research by Bönsch
et al. (2021b), however, indicated that neither a virtual guide nor a
knowledgeable companion in a virtual museum fully met participants’
diverse support requirements. In light of their findings, we propose a
hybrid approach to enhance wayfinding support, dynamically
combining guiding and accompanying modes based on the specific
scenic features. In the guiding mode, the supporter leads users in a
structured manner efficiently to individual POI and AOI entrances,
reducing search time, especially in complex and large-scale IVEs. In the
accompanying mode, users explore the manageable section of an AOI
independently, having a sense of autonomy, while the supporter
ensures no critical elements are missed and that the tour resumes
once all AOI-contained POIs have been visited.

The effectiveness of and seamless transition between bothmodes
relies on the VA’s in-depth scene knowledge, achieved through
annotated environments (Doyle and Hayes-Roth, 1997b;
Kleinermann et al., 2008). To provide a more flexible and natural
user experience, we extended the work of Bönsch et al. (2021b)
as follows:

• Avoiding the previous sole usage of shortest paths, we
introduced a set of waypoints for controlled and precise
user guidance to individual POIs.

• Avoiding the limitation of predefined VA positions next to
POIs, our VA dynamically adjusts its location based on the
user’s position and focuses randomly on different parts of the
POI during explanation.

• We also store the VA’s utterances for each POI. We, however,
differentiate between introductory prompts given while
traveling to individual POIs, explanatory prompts with the
main knowledge a user should gain, and supplementary
prompts for interested users with additional information.

• We introduced attention volumes, encompassing the POI’s
axis-aligned bounding box and related items, to assess whether
the user’s focus is on the POI and thus enhance user–agent
interactions.

• For AOIs, we also store the set of waypoints, alignment circle,
spherical gaze target zone, and introductory and explanatory
prompts. Furthermore, we provide a list of AOI-contained
POIs and their visitation status, along with exit markers
triggering specific VA prompts on users entering them,
such as resuming the tour if all AOI-contained POIs have
been visited or notifying users of missed POIs.

3.2.1 Behavioral design
Our aim is to create a realistic, human-like, and responsive

virtual supporter for scene exploration. Our primary focus is,
thereby, on its locomotion behavior, while also controlling the
VA’s gaze and speech behavior. To this end, we combined the
foundational behavioral units of a guide provided by Bönsch et al.
(2021b) with the group navigation framework outlined by Weißker
et al. (2020). This results in a custom four-stage interaction process
for scene exploration support (Figure 1): (i) The VA awaits and
welcomes the user (forming). (ii) The VA clarifies its role and the
requested user behavior: follow in the guide mode and explore freely
in the companion mode (norming). (iii) The VA and the user switch
between walking to the next POI/AOI or standing at a POI or an
AOI entrance, with the VA imparting knowledge to the user
(performing). (iv) The VA concludes the scene exploration by
bidding farewell (adjourning). In our implementation, the VA’s
verbal communication is pivotal for clarifying its current role and
guiding the user throughout the outlined stages. The VA’s
conversational component thereby includes speech with lip sync,
while utterances can be played, paused, resumed, and stopped at any
time as required for a user-aware behavior, while a set of non-
semantic, co-verbal gestures is added. This setting is enhanced by a
natural gazing behavior, using a procedural gaze approach by Pejsa
et al. (2015), which synchronizes the movements of the VA’s eyes,
head, and torso toward a specific target point, such as the user, a
POI, or the VA’s walking direction. Finally, footstep sound is added
for quick localization, enhancing of spatial awareness, and fostering
of natural interaction.

The VA’s behavior can be customized using various parameters,
detailed as follows. The provided values stem from rigorous internal
testing in our target evaluation scenario, supplemented where
possible by literature-based ranges.

3.2.2 First encounter
Upon a user’s scene entry, the virtual supporter initiates the

forming stage by approaching the user while maintaining an
appropriate interpersonal distance (2 m). Afterward, the VA offers
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a concise personal introduction to enhance user engagement.
Additionally, it provides contextual information about the scene to
be explored collaboratively, providing users with a clearer
understanding of the upcoming exploration. The VA then
transitions to the norming stage by clarifying the navigational
responsibilities: if the first encounter occurs at an entrance or
inside an AOI, the virtual supporter introduces the respective area

before switching to the companion mode, asking the user to explore
the area while accompanying the free exploration. Otherwise, it
informs the user of its intention to guide them to the first POI or AOI.

3.2.3 Dynamic transitions
Next, the performing stage is entered, where we differentiate

between (i) transitioning between the scenic features (discussed

FIGURE 1
Adaptation of the four stages of joint navigation in a shared immersive virtual environment (Adapted from Weißker et al. (2020), Figure 2; with
permission from IEEE) to the specific use case of exploring a virtual city with a virtual supporter switching roles between being a virtual guide and being a
knowledgeable companion.

FIGURE 2
(A) Interplay of VA (boxes) and user (arrow labels) in the dynamic transitions during the guidemode with d as interpersonal distance and di as specific
thresholds (defined per use case), extending and refining (Reproduced from Bönsch et al., (2021b); with permission from ACM Digital Library). The gaze
adjustment, detailed in (B), incorporates the angle between the user (in green) and VA (in blue) and a time component for natural behavior, while the
walking speed adjustment, detailed in (C), considers the interpersonal distance between the user and VA.
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here) and (ii) the VA imparting knowledge to the user at a POI or an
AOI entrance (Section 3.2.4).

3.2.3.1 Guiding mode
During guided transitions, the virtual supporter guides the user

along the specific route determined by predefined waypoints, allowing
direct paths while still covering important areas of the scene. We
enhance the otherwise boring transitions by conversational prompts
from the VA per waypoint. These prompts may be directional (“We are
taking a right turn here.”), progress-related (“We are almost there.”),
humorous (“My feet hurt from all of this walking.”), or simply small talk
(“The weather today is so nice, you can even see the mountains in the
distance.”). Moreover, we aim to design a user-aware and responsive
VA for a dynamic and interactive experience. To this end, we refined
the transition system proposed in Bönsch et al. (2021b) (Figure 2A),
with a specific focus on the VA’s gazing and speed component to
enhance the joint locomotion between both interactants. Thereby, we
expect the user to follow the VA closely or even engage temporarily in a
side-by-side formation.

3.2.3.1.1 Gaze adaptation. A walker’s gaze direction can be used
to infer the walking trajectory (see, e.g., (Nummenmaa et al., 2009)).
Marigold and Patla (2007) emphasized that walkers naturally focus on
zones offering maximum information to avoid obstacles and ensure a
safe trajectory, applicable to both static environments (Marigold and
Patla, 2007) and populated areas where pedestrians concentrate on
collision-prone individuals (Meerhoff et al., 2018) and visual cues, as
confirmed for real-life andVR by Berton et al. (2020). Consequently, our
VA should mimic this behavior by maintaining a forward gaze during
movement. However, a sense of connection is required in a dyadic
interaction such as ours, as outlined by Goffman (1971). Thus, the VA
tries to keep the nearby user engaged by regularly making eye contact
(Figure 2B). If the user enters the VA’s visual range, determined by angle
β (< 120°) between the VA’s forward vector and the VA–user vector,
the VA focuses on the user shortly. When the user remains within this
range, the VA alternates between making an eye contact for tuser (2–4 s),
enhancing social presence, and looking ahead for a longer period tpath
(4–6 s), prioritizing the dyad’smovement direction. To introduce natural
variation, randomization in timing is implemented.

3.2.3.1.2 Speed adaptation. Typically, the VA maintains a
constant walking speed (2 m/s). However, when the user falls
behind, surpassing a predefined threshold d1 (3 m), the VA
reduces its speed (by 10%), allowing the user to catch up
comfortably (Figure 2C). This adaptive slowing keeps the user
engaged and prevents them from losing sight of the VA. Once
the user catches up, the VA resumes its initial walking speed.

3.2.3.1.3 Re-engaging the user. If the user–agent distance
remains rather constant for 8 s after the VA turned, it can be
inferred that the user has stopped to inspect a scene element. To
re-engage the user in the tour, the VA addresses the user directly
(e.g., “Hey over here.”), before adopting a patient stance, allowing
the user sufficient time to complete their inspection.

If the user approached the VA again up to d < d2 (4 m),
indicating a successful user re-engagement, it resumes its
guidance. This approach thus allows users to shape their
experience with small scene inspections aside the predefined tour.

If the user, however, exceeds a threshold d4 (10 m), the VA
catches up walking faster than the user’s maximum steering speed.
After approaching the user to a threshold d5 (4 m), the VA addresses
the user in a friendly but determined manner, asking for continuing
the tour. If the user departs further, this behavior is repeated.
Otherwise, the tour resumes by returning on the shortest path to
the last waypoint where the dyad was initially heading.

3.2.3.2 Companion mode
Transitioning into the companion mode inside an AOI, the virtual

supporter aims to maintain a side-by-side formation with the user,
allowing unhindered freedom of movement while fostering a sense of
companionship. To achieve this, the concept of two target positions
(TSleft and TSright), called slots, used by Bönsch et al. (2021b) was
adapted, with slight positional modifications. A larger interpersonal
distance dprox (2.5 m) was chosen to allow safe navigation without
colliding with the user or invading their personal space. Moreover, the
target slots were positioned closer to the user’s field of view boundaries
using a larger angular offset α (50°). This was done to mitigate the
sensation of “pushing the VA around,” a concern reported by
participants in Bönsch et al. (2021b). The new target positions were
determined using Formula 1 with the user’s position Pu, the normalized
forward vector Uforward, and the rotation matrix R(α) describing a
rotation around the world-space up-vector by α.

TSleft � Pu + dprox* R α( ) · Uforward( )
TSright � Pu + dprox* R −α( ) · Uforward( ).

(1)

The VA’s task is to maintain a close proximity to a target slot and
thus the user. Formula 2 models the VA’s speed SVA dynamically in
response to changes in the user’s walking speed SU and the relative
Euclidean distance between both interactants (dbehind). The second
factor is scaled by a fixed coefficient f (0.2 s−1), avoiding too strong
influences of distance in close proximity but also allowing the virtual
supporter to catch up when lagging too far behind.

SVA � SU + dbehind*f. (2)

If a user enters an AOI’s exit marker, the VA infers the wish to
leave. If not all AOI-contained POIs have been visited, the VA
informs the user about missing spots and allows them to decide
whether to stay or continue. If all AOI-contained POIs have been
visited, the VA switches back to the guiding mode and guides the
user to the next POI or AOI.

To get to knowwhen to start a respective explanation and thusmove
on to the second part of the performing state, the VA in the companion
mode is required to infer the user’s interest in a POI. This is done by our
interest inference method, also used later to determine the appropriate
amount of information to be shared with the user at an individual POI.

3.2.3.2.1 Interest inference. Foulsham et al. (2011) found that
humans tend to maintain objects of interest at the center of their visual
field. Thus, we trace a sphere-shaped volume along the user’s line of sight
(sphere radius: 0.6 m, tracing distance: 20 m), efficiently detecting
collisions along a narrow path. If the user fixates a POI, described by
the attention volumes of the respective POI and an information sign
associated to it, or the VA for a certain duration, interest is likely. To
fine-tune the detection, proxemics is considered as well, as a user tends
to approach the currently regarded POI. Consequently, when a user
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maintains uninterrupted focus on a POI for a specified duration tf (5 s)
while situated within a proximity smaller than the distance threshold df
(5 m), their interest in that POI is inferred, even if a closer POI exists. As a
result, the virtual supporter strategically positions itself at the respective
POI and initiates the explanatory prompt. Alternatively, if the user
focuses on the VA for tf, it is interpreted as seeking for information,
triggering the need to determine the currently regarded POI. In such
instances, our heuristic identifies all AOI-contained POIs within the
distance threshold df around the user and finally selects the closest POI to
the user. Subsequently, the virtual supporter positions itself appropriately
at the respective POI and initiates the explanatory prompt. To handle all
POIs equally, these prompts are intentionally designed to have the
approximately same length, while the important aspects are noted as
bullet points on information signs located at the respective POI.

3.2.4 At a scenic feature
After guiding the user to a specific individual POI or inferring

the user’s interest within an AOI, a positioning algorithm
continuously positions the virtual supporter at a strategic
location to share information about the scenic feature.

3.2.4.1 Positioning
The virtual assistant should be positioned near the POI or AOI

entrance to facilitate a seamless connection between information
and visual experiences, ensuring a natural and user-focused
experience by providing an unobstructed view of the scenic
feature. It should also allow users to circle smaller POI-like
statues to maintain engagement while the VA walks along naturally.

To this end, the position-aware virtual agent locomotion
technique (PAVAL) (Ye et al., 2021) was used as baseline. After a
pre-study by Ye et al. to determine the subjective optimal positioning
of a guide in front of a POI based on different user-to-POI
distances, PAVAL provides an energy function, optimizing the
agents’ position and orientation for arbitrary user-to-POI
distances, ensuring a good balance between timely position

adaptions based on user movements and the avoidance of
unnecessary shifts. We extended this baseline, by redefining
the reference point (POI center in approach of Ye et al.
(2021)) to be located on the alignment circle associated with
the respective POI. This modification allows for an easier account
of the size of the scenic feature by considering the radius of the
alignment circle: the extended approach involves four steps,
summarized in Figure 3: (i) defining the reference point as the
intersection of the alignment circle and the vector connecting the
circle’s center with the user’s position, (ii) determining the two
optimal positions for the VA as done in PAVAL, (iii) moving
both optimal positions toward the POI by a distance dback (1 m)
accounting for the reference point being farther away from the
POI in our approach, and (iv) using the corrected optimal
positions to refine the current position of the VA as done by
Ye et al. (2021).

3.2.4.2 Gazing
While imparting knowledge, the VA shall maintain a predominant

gaze toward the user. Periodic shifts toward the scenic feature, more
concretely a random point within the predefined spherical gaze target
zone associated with the respective POI or AOI, are used to direct the
user’s focus to the POI or AOI. The established gazing pattern involves
alternating between maintaining an eye contact with the user for a
certain duration tuser (6–9 s) and redirecting its gaze to the scenic feature
for a duration of tfeature (2–3 s).

3.2.4.3 Interruptions
If a user departs while the VA is still in its explanatory prompt,

the VA pauses its monologue and catches up with the user and asks
them to return to the POI or AOI entrance. Once they both returned,
the VA resumes the explanatory prompt, as this information is
crucial to be conveyed.

If the user leaves while the VA is providing the supplemental
prompt, this action is interpreted as disinterest. The VA

FIGURE 3
User circling a POI while getting closer to look at details, sketched in four time steps. During this process, the optimal right and left positions for the
virtual supporter are computed, based on our extended version of PAVAL by Ye et al. (2021).
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terminates its speech, as the additional information on the POI is
optional, reentering the norming stage to clarify its mode before
transitioning back to the performing stage. In the guiding mode,
the VA then directs the user to the next scenic feature, while in
the companion mode, the VA encourages the user to explore the
AOI further or informs them that all contained POIs have
been found.

3.2.4.4 Additional information and continuation of
exploration

As the virtual supporter introduces the POI, an attention
estimate e is tracked based on the sphere trace detailed earlier,
reflecting the user’s focusing time on the POI or the VA. The time
during which the user does not gaze at the feature or VA is deduced
from ewith a factor c > 1 (1.5), subject to e ≥ 0. This scaling improves

FIGURE 4
(A) Scheme showing three pedestrian flows to individual POIs and AOIs, while the fourth scenic attraction is ignored for now. (B) Demonstration of
how guiding agents are handled in relation to the user’s position and orientation within the IVE: VAs outside the user’s attention region, which is attached
to his or her head, are subject to relocation or removal, while VAs inside this region proceed toward their destination. (C) A flow which is formed by
integrators is diversified by VAs merging from a random direction or VAs traveling along parallel streets. The cross symbolized the direction change
during the relocation process. (D) Two base pedestrians as background noise either crossing the flow or walking in the opposite direction.
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the representation of diminishing interest, leading to a more
accurate representation of user engagement dynamics. The
duration’s final value determines the user’s interest or disinterest
throughout the conversation. A value exceeding the threshold ϵ (5 s)
indicates interest, while a value below it signifies disinterest. This
threshold allows fine-tuning without changing the decrease rate and
depends on the average length of explanatory prompts (M = 16.54 s,
SD = 3.39). If the user is inferred as interested, the VA automatically
provides the supplemental prompt. If the user is inferred as
uninterested, the VA lets the user choose between being provided
the supplemental prompt or continuing the exploration.
Continuation has three possible scenarios: (i) if the POI is the
last in the scene, the VA will bid farewell; (ii) if there are
undiscovered POIs, the VA will (a) provide an introductory
prompt for the next destination and initiate the guiding process
when being in the guiding mode or (b) signal the user to continue
their free exploration when being in the accompanying mode.

3.2.5 Farewell
The supported scene exploration ends when the final POI, either

individual or AOI-contained, is explained. In our implementation,
the virtual supporter initiates the adjourning stage by bidding
farewell and leaving, allowing the user to navigate the city
independently.

3.3 Weak social wayfinding: the
pedestrian flows

Virtual characters effectively direct users’ attention within IVEs.
Bönsch et al. (2021a), e.g., introduced a subtle wayfinding technique
that uses virtual pedestrians as social cues to steer users indirectly and
subtly as they explored a scene. Despite limited interactivity and
motion freedom, participants in the video-based evaluation generally
followed the pedestrians as intended. However, a more sophisticated
VR-based analysis is needed to validate and refine this weak social
wayfinding technique. To this end, we extended their approach as
detailed below.

Although users freely explore a scene, we aim to subtly direct
them toward both important scenic features: POIs and AOIs.
Moreover, participants should also retain their autonomy inside
AOIs; hence, directional guidance to specific AOI-contained POIs is
not required. This way, we mimic the strong wayfinding support by
our virtual supporter in a more subtle manner.

To subtly direct users to POI and AOI entrances, metrics are
required to automatically determine appropriate locations. As
proposed by Freitag et al. (2018), this can be achieved by
assigning priority scores to scenic features and focusing on the
top three scoring options for guidance. These priorities can be
determined through methods like static, object-based metrics
(Freitag et al., 2015) or dynamic distance-based scores with
closer POIs and AOIs receiving higher scores than distant ones.
In our subsequent evaluation, we set initial priority scores manually
for simplicity.

To provide effective guidance toward undiscovered places,
priority scores for each feature must be continuously updated as
users explore the scene. One option is that the priorities gradually
decrease to zero as users explore the respective scenic feature,

allowing for new flows to unseen POIs and AOIs, and then
gradually restore them for later revisits. In our implementation,
visiting an individual POI resets the corresponding priority to 0,
while visiting an AOI-contained POI reduces the respective AOI’s
priority by the POI’s score, until all POIs are visited and the AOI
priority is 0. Consequently, this approach also reduces the number of
pedestrian flows, resulting in a clear endpoint for scene exploration
with weak wayfinding support.

FIGURE 5
(A) Green navigation mesh of a scene excerpt with red areas
assigned higher navigation costs to avoid population in these areas. (B)
Sampling for finding a suitable teleportation spot for guiding agents.
(C) Sampling for finding a suitable interim location before
progressing toward the assigned POI or AOI for guiding agents.
Created with Unreal Engine.
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To ensure that the pedestrians of the individual flows visually
inspect the scenic features, guiding the user’s focus to it, an
inspection circle is manually defined around each individual POI
and around the central point of AOIs. For the latter, this strategic
approach allows guiding agents to subtly steer users toward an AOI’s
center, fostering exploration, while avoiding directional cues to
allow users to uncover the area at their own pace.

The virtual pedestrians’ behavior can be customized using
various parameters, detailed below. The provided values stem
from rigorous internal testing in our target evaluation scenario,
supplemented where possible by literature-based ranges.

3.3.1 Guiding agents
As defined by Bönsch et al. (2021a), guiding agents form

pedestrian flows and serve as social cues to guide users indirectly
and subtly through the IVE. Although pedestrian flows in real-life
typically consist of social groups with different group formations
(Peters and Ennis, 2009; Rojas and Yang, 2013), our approach uses
single VAs, moving in a socially compliant manner (van der Heiden
et al., 2020), to maintain control, providing a foundation for future
studies on social group dynamics during the guiding process.

As proposed by Freitag et al. (2018), our approach initiates three
pedestrian flows near the user’s current location (Figure 4A). Each flow
is directed toward a distinct POI or AOI with high priority scores. Each
pedestrian in a flow thus shares a common destination but has a
unique randompoint within the inspection circle for enhanced realistic
behavior. When reaching this location, the guiding agent stops and
turns toward the POI’s center to inspect the location for some time,
expressing appreciation, via clapping or gesturing. The inspection time
varies randomly within a predefined range, resulting in slightly
different behaviors for more variation (1–5 s). When the agent’s
inspection time expires, it selects a new random point within the
inspection circle and starts another inspection cycle. This continues
until the scenic feature’s priority is reset to 0, marking the location as
visited. After completing its current inspection cycle, the pedestrian
then proceeds to guide the user to a new unvisited place.

To enable pedestrian flows to align with the user’s locomotion
behavior, the algorithmic framework must establish a
creation–relocation–destruction loop, described next.

3.3.1.1 Creation
On starting the simulation, we aim to quickly establish initial

flows toward the three highest-ranked scenic features by creating
and spawning a basic set of guiding agents, with the same number of
VAs assigned to each flow (20 VAs per flow).

During scene exploration, guiding agents are automatically
created and spawned behind the user, extending each pedestrian
flow with new VAs. This is especially critical to form continuous
pedestrian flows in long, unobstructed streets, ensuring constant
access to subtle directional cues. The additional guiding agents are
spawned at a predefined rate (3/s). To conserve system resources and
prevent overcrowding, the continuous spawning is temporarily
deactivated when a user is inside an AOI or close to an
individual POI (inspection circle’s radius +30 m).

Guiding agents are, thereby, not tied to a specific scenic feature,
but to a top-three priority level set, namely, top-1, top-2, or top-3.
Thus, when a new set of top-3 features is defined, the guiding agents
are automatically rerouted to their new destinations.

3.3.1.2 Relocation and destruction
To create the impression of a vivid IVE, it is crucial to populate

those areas the user sees and might walk to next. This region can be
visualized as a capsule, created by combining a rectangle with
semicircles at both ends (Figure 4B), termed user’s attention
region. The shape is defined by two parameters: capsule’s half-
height h comprising half of the rectangle’s height plus the
semicircle’s radius (66 m) and radius r as the semicircle’s
radius (48 m).

To handle the pedestrians outside this attention region, we
distinguish between two types of guiding agents: (i) integrators
shape an established flow, subtly guiding users within it. They
are destroyed on leaving the user’s attention region and are
replaced by newly spawned VAs. This approach maintains a
consistent flow while addressing the challenge of population
density. (ii) Diversifiers are strategically used to improve the
naturalness of the pedestrians’ paths. They randomly merge from
diverse trajectories into the existing flow or take side streets to
complement their flow’s primary direction. They comprise the set of
initially spawned guiding agents and are continuously relocated to
rejoin the visible action and are only destroyed when the number of
pedestrian flows decreases. The relocation process thereby
encompasses the following sequence:

Step 1: Teleportation
The initial step in repositioning a diversifier is to teleport it to a

point inside a pedestrian-accessible region (green area in Figure 5A).
Therefore, a spatial grid (200 m × 200 m) is established around the
user’s current position, with points evenly sampled at equidistant
intervals (5 m). Any point visible by the user or those behind the
user is discarded (blue points in Figure 5B). A linear proximity score
is computed for each remaining candidate point, assigning higher
scores to those closer to the user (color range from green to red). A
predefined threshold ϵ (≥ 75%) for proximity scores is established,
and a random point meeting or exceeding this threshold is selected.
The diversifier is then teleported to the chosen destination point.
This process guarantees that the guiding agent is invisible yet closer
to the user, ensuring that it will become visible later.

Step 2: Diversifying the flow
Next, an interim point for its further travel is determined by

sampling a spatial grid (140 m × 140 m) around the user, similar to
the previous step. The approach uses varying parameter values
(spacing of 10 m, ϵ ≥ 75%) and an inverse scoring, with higher
scores for more distant points (Figure 5C). After finding an
appropriate interim point, the guiding agent is directed toward it.
This results in the VAs either going down a street parallel to the
direction of their flow, enhancing pedestrian movement patterns in
the scene, or integrating with their flow taking different paths to
increase the believability of flow generation (Figure 4C).

Step 3: Guiding to scenic feature
When a diversifier reaches the predetermined interim point, it is

smoothly guided toward its destination. To this end, a random point
within the inspection circle of the respective POI or AOI entrance is
determined and set as a new walking destination. As the VA progresses
toward its destination, it assists users in two modes: (i) as a member of
the main flow, the VA guides through collective movement; (ii) while
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traversing parallel streets, the VA reinforces the significance of the
specific direction when being visible at intersections.

3.3.2 Base agents
As guiding agents improve the liveliness only in a confined scope,

we also added base agents to travel randomly and autonomously across
the environment, adding to the IVE’s vibrancy. In addition, variations in
their locomotion paths, such as enlivening side streets and countering or
intersecting the guiding agents’ flows, ensure users do not perceive all
VAs as moving away. To prevent creating another pedestrian flow that
may mislead the user, it is crucial to develop a variety of random
directions for the base agents, achieved by using a similar approach to
the guiding agent’s creation–relocation–destruction loop.

3.3.2.1 Creation
As for the guiding agents, base agents spawn unnoticeably outside

the user’s field of view, with their main trajectories steering within the
user’s field of view. To achieve this, multiple spawners are distributed
within the IVE, creating as many permanent base agents as needed for
the background noise population (initially 20 VAs, +5 VAs per deleted
pedestrian flow). Additional spawners are activated to enrich the
population in large, open urban spaces, creating temporary base
agents. The number of these VAs depends on the space’s
dimensions and is manually defined per space.

3.3.2.2 Relocation and destruction
As for the guiding agents, only the user’s attention region needs

to be populated. We opted for a circular region with a radius r
(60 m, Figure 4D).

When a base agent exits the circular region, its handling
depends on its characteristic: a permanent VA is repositioned

and assigned a new walking direction, while a temporary VA is
destroyed if the user leaves the respective open space; otherwise, it
is repositioned as well.

As for guiding agents, the teleportation (grid size: 160 m ×
160 m, spacing of 6 m, ϵ ≥ 75%) and walking locations (grid size:
120 m × 120 m, spacing of 10 m, ϵ ≥ 75%) were determined using the
same approach. This time, however, the determined location is not
only an interim point but also the final location for the base agent’s
movement. Consequently, base agents commence their new
trajectories in proximity to the user, walking toward a randomly
selected point that is situated at a greater distance from the user but
remains within the potential user’s line of sight. This ensures their
visibility, as they either intersect with the user’s path or populate
visible side streets. In case they reach their assigned destination while
still being in the user’s attention circle, they are redirected by being
sent to another random point within the user’s attention circle.

4 Between-subjects user study

To compare the performance and user preferences between our
strong and weak social wayfinding approaches, we chose a between-
subjects design with the provided wayfinding support being our
independent variable. This results in three conditions: Cfree in which
no wayfinding support is granted, Csupporter with strong support, and
Cflow with weak support. As an ecologically valid setting for studying
user comfort, spatial memory, and object recognition, allowing
insights into active and passive exploration effects (Attree et al.,
1996), we used a generic and versatile approach by immersing
participants in a virtual city with an intricate layout and a
multitude of paths and exploration options and tasked them to

FIGURE 6
An overview of the slightly populated North Bucbrook with six POIs (A, C, D, F, G, and H) and two AOIs (B and E) with five contained POIs each.
Created with Unreal Engine.
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freely explore this IVE, adhering to their respective assigned
conditions.

4.1 Hypotheses

We expected the following hypotheses to be fulfilled:

H1: Gaining knowledge about the virtual city is more successful in
Csupporter, followed by Cflow and then by Cfree.

H2: The subjective task load is smallest for Csupporter, followed by
Cflow and then by Cfree.

H3: Exploring a sparsely populated virtual city with a dedicated
virtual scene expert (Csupporter) is more enjoyable and comfortable
than navigating it indirectly through pedestrian flows (Cflow).
Furthermore, Cflow is preferable to exploring the city without any
support (Cfree).

We grounded these hypotheses on the fact that an active,
structured supporter (Csupporter) relieves participants from the
cognitive load to navigate themselves for most of the time (H2)
and ensures that all POIs are visited (H1). Furthermore, guiding
flows (Cflow) also contribute to this, while still requiring
participants to choose directions and gain knowledge about
POIs by themselves. As a result, we anticipate that acquiring

FIGURE 7
User walking from first person’s perspective in a flow of guiding agents. Created with Unreal Engine.

FIGURE 8
Our virtual supporter and a user (displayed as an unreal mannequin) engage in a conversation about a park fountain as a few base agents walk by.
Created with Unreal Engine.
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information will be more difficult in Cfree, which will also raise the
subjective task load.

H3 is based on the expectation that participants value both levels
of support (Csupporter, Cflow) as being more convenient and enjoyable.
Therefore, the first part of this hypothesis is rooted on the
assumption that VR users value the interactive component, e.g.,
that the supporter dynamically reacts on their behavior, as well as
the realized balance between being structurally guided and having
the autonomy to freely explore specific, information-dense regions.
Additionally, we expect participants to appreciate the indirect
guidance of agents simulating real-life human behavior when
there is a lack of explicit guidance. However, due to a lack of
tailored support, this appraisal is expected to be weaker
compared to that from an interactive guide, who offers more
structure and keeps participants engaged and curious about the city.

4.2 Apparatus and user navigation

We used an HTC Vive Pro 2 headset at 90 Hz, tracked in a
3.5 m × 3.5 m area with two tripod-mounted SteamVR Base
Stations. The build-in headphones were worn at all times, but
only used in Csupporter for the VA’s utterances. Participants were
equipped with two HTC Vive controllers. In all three conditions, the
left controller displayed the remaining exploration time and
progress percentage. Moreover, participants used one controller

of choice (right or left depending on handedness) for navigation.
Walking speed was controlled via the controller’s touch pad,
allowing a speed range of 0–2.5 m/s, with minimal adjustments
by natural walking.

4.3 Virtual environment

We designed the fictitious, complex, large-scale, and pedestrian-
only city North Bucbrook as a test scene (Figure 6). It included a set of
base agents (Section 3.3.2) wandering through the city, adding
vibrancy. A total of sixteen locations can be found: six individual
POIs and two AOIs, each with five POIs. These locations were
strategically chosen to balance walking time while maximizing
scene coverage during exploration. We included 14 obvious POIs,
representing locations that were easy to find, while the lantern and the
car were hidden. Each POI had one or more information signs,
essential for scene knowledge in Cfree and Cflow.

The base agents, guiding agents, and their animations were
taken from the Aglobex Character Pack, (2023), allowing a large
variety of visual appearances for flow plausibility (Figure 7), with a
maximal walking speed of 1.8 m/s. As a supporter, we employed a
male MetaHuman, 2023 character (Figure 8) with a casual style to
establish an informal atmosphere, in line with the
recommendations of Sylaiou et al. (2019). The clothing
selection aimed for a friendly and approachable environment,
with bright colors enhancing the VA’s visibility, while grooming
and overall appearance enhanced the VA’s credibility as a
knowledgeable partner during scene exploration. As natural
voices are typically preferred over synthetic ones (Ehret et al.,
2021), a co-author recorded the required verbal content. Oculus
Lipsync, 2023 was used for lip-syncing. Full-body animations for
the VA came from Adobe Mixamo, 2023, with a maximal walking
speed of 2.0 m/s.

Regarding the exploration support, we defined a path through
the city, visiting all POIs and AOIs in the alphabetical order of
Figure 6. The virtual supporter ensured that this path was taken
in the correct order. The guiding agents in Cflow, however, formed
pedestrian flows toward the top three unvisited POIs/AOIs. As
the list of unvisited locations narrowed down, the number of
flows decreased, but more base agents were added to maintain an
active city. Thus, the flow support automatically ended once all
POIs/AOIs had been visited. We manually set initial priorities
based on the virtual supporter’s path (Figure 9A). Once an
individual POI is visited, its priority becomes 0, and it is
removed as a flow destination. For AOIs, we distribute the
initial priority equally among the contained POIs (Figure 9B).
By this, we can gradually reduce the priority after a contained
POI has been visited, ensuring the AOI remains a potential
destination.

In Csupporter, participants are in a direct interaction with the VA.
To ensure a controlled yet natural interaction, we used a hybrid
interaction method allowing the experimenter to trigger appropriate
VA responses to participants’ spoken words using a Wizard of Oz
approach. For maintaining meaningful interactions, we, thereby,
limited participants to a specific set of questions and statements,
which were displayed as text overlays on the right virtual controller
at appropriate times.

FIGURE 9
(A) Top–down view onto the virtual city with initial priorities
marked in yellow. (B) Details of view on one AOI with the initial priority
marked in yellow and the fair division shown in red. Created with
Unreal Engine.
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4.4 Procedure

Upon arrival, participants were assigned to their respective
conditions while ensuring an equal gender distribution. They
were informed about the study, gave written consent, and
completed a pre-study questionnaire covering demographics, the
Santa Barbara Sense of Direction Scale (SBSOD) (Hegarty et al.,
2002) for spatial and navigational abilities and the Perspective
Taking/Spatial Orientation Test (PTSOT) (Kozhevnikov and
Hegarty, 2001; Hegarty, 2004) in the electronic version by
Weißker (2015), testing the understanding of spatial
relationships. After familiarizing themselves with the headset and
the controls in a different city environment populated by some base
agents, the main session began.

For Cfree and Cflow, participants were immersed in North
Bucbrook directly. In Csupported, participants were first informed
orally that a virtual guide was waiting to support them in exploring
the city. On participants’ being immersed, the guide introduced itself
and a small input system test was conducted to adjust the volume of
the guide’s voice for user comfort.

Subsequently, participants had 40 min to explore the scene.
Afterward, participants filled out a post-study questionnaire,
including the NASA-TLX workload questionnaire (Hart and
Staveland, 1988), the engagement scale of the Temple Presence
Inventory (TPI) (Lombard et al., 2009), and specific scene-related
questions. Data on the participants’ and VAs’ head orientation and
position were logged continuously.

The study session lasted approximately 80 min, with immersion
carried out for approximately 50 min, with sweets and drinks
as rewards.

4.5 Participants

The study involved 20 participants per condition with equal
gender distribution (Cfree: 13 male and seven female subjects;
Csupporter: 13 male, six female, and one non-binary subjects; Cflow:
14 male and six female subjects), recruited from university mailing
lists and social media. Their ages varied slightly (Cfree: M = 26.0,
SD = 3.97; Csupporter: M = 24.6, SD = 3.52; Cflow: M = 25.4, SD = 2.66).
All participants had normal motor skills and (corrected-to) normal
vision, were unaware of the other conditions, and were naive to the
study’s purpose. Evaluating the data on spatial cognition and
orientation abilities, gathered in the beginning of the experiment,
indicated participant uniformity among the three conditions, as we
found no significant differences between the normally distributed
SBSOD scores (one-way ANOVA: F (2, 57) = 0.18, p = .84; Cfree:M =
4.25, SD = 1.25; Csupporter: M = 4.42, SD = 1.0; and Cflow: M = 4.47,
SD = 1.39) or the angular error of the PTSOT, which was not
normally distributed (Kruskal–Wallis: χ2 = 2.65, df = 2, p = .27; Cfree:
M = 19.30, SD = 9.23; Csupporter:M = 14.73, SD = 6.45; and Cflow:M =
23.44, SD = 21.17).

5 Results

Statistical analysis was performed using R 4.3.0. We used a
significance level of .05 for all tests and assessed data normality

with the Shapiro–Wilk test. One-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was performed if the data showed a normal
distribution. When necessary, post hoc pairwise comparisons
were made using t-tests with Bonferroni correction to account
for significance. In contrast, Kruskal–Wallis tests were used to
determine statistical significance if the data considerably
departed from a normal distribution with post hoc
Dunn–Bonferroni tests if necessary. Only significant results
are reported.

5.1 Results related to scene knowledge

We tested object knowledge by providing a list of 17 objects
and places and asked participants to identify those embedded in
the scene. For the analysis, correct answers included identifying
items in the scene and item absence accurately. A
Kruskal–Wallis test found a significant effect among the
three conditions (χ2 = 15.80, df = 2, p < .001). Post hoc tests
showed that object knowledge was significantly lower (p < .001)
in Cfree (M = 14.10, SD = 2.61) than in Csupporter (M = 16.85, SD =
1.18) and significantly lower (p = .02) in Cflow (M = 15.25, SD =
1.890) than in Csupporter. There was no significant difference
between Cfree and Cflow.

For factual knowledge, nine questions were asked. A
Kruskal–Wallis test across the conditions revealed a significant
effect (χ2 = 20.07, df = 27, p < .001). Post hoc tests showed that
participants in Cfree (M = 2.20, SD = 1.61, p < .001) and Cflow (M =
3.20, SD = 1.77, p = .013) performed significantly worse compared to
those in Csupporter (M = 4.90, SD = 1.41). There was no significant
difference between Cfree and Cflow.

As factual knowledge in Csupporter was presented automatically,
participants in Cfree and Cflow had to read the descriptive signs
located at the POIs. When asking about whether they read the
information signs carefully on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 5 (strongly agree), a Kruskal–Wallis test revealed no
significant difference (χ2 = 1.89, df = 1, p = .17) between the answers
in Cfree (M = 2.85, SD = 1.35) and Cflow (M = 3.4, SD = 1.1).

In terms of landmark knowledge, surveyed by indicating seven
POI positions on the top–down city map, a Kruskal–Wallis test
revealed no significant difference (χ2 = 2.34, df = 2, p = .31) between
the three conditions in terms of correct answers (Cfree: M = 3.60,
SD = 2.26; Csupporter:M = 4.55, SD = 2.14; Cflow:M = 4.00, SD = 1.86).

We tested participants’ route knowledge in Csupporter by
presenting four distinct routes per three route segments and
asking them to identify the route they had been guided on. The
accuracy of their responses was 12 out of 20 in the first, 13 out of
20 in the second, and 12 out of 20 in the third instance. A chi-
squared test revealed a significant difference between the observed
and the expected frequencies for all three route choices (12 correct
choices: χ2 = 13.07, df = 1, p < .001; 13 correct choices: χ2 = 17.07, df =
1, p < .001). Consequently, participants’ choices were not random,
with a strong tendency to select the actual taken route.

Delving into POI coverage by evaluating which POIs were visited
leads to the following findings: inCfree, the average coverage was 80.31%
(SD = 21.77 percentage points), with only two participants finding all
16 POIs. The coverage of obviously placed POIs was 87.86% (SD =
22.96 percentage points) and of hidden POIs 27.50% (SD = 34.32
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percentage points). In Cflow, the average coverage was 91.86% (SD =
13.77 percentage points), with eight participants finding all 16 POIs.
The coverage of obviously placed POIs was 95.36% (SD = 12.96
percentage points) and of hidden POIs 67.50% (SD = 43.75
percentage points). In Csupporter, the average coverage was 100%
(SD = 0 percentage points). Comparing the visiting frequency of
the obvious POIs pairwise between the three conditions via
Welch’s two-sample t-tests only revealed a significant
difference between Cfree and Csupporter (t (19) = 2.36, p = .03).
Welch’s two-sample t-tests comparing the visiting frequency of
the hidden POIs pairwise resulted in three statistically
significant difference pairs: Cfree and Cflow (t (35.96) = −3.22,
p = .003), Cfree and Csupporter (t (19) = 9.45, p < .001), and Cflow

and Csupporter (t (19) = 3.32, p = .004).

5.2 Mental workload

To evaluate the mental workload, we used the NASA-TLX with a
uniformweighting (2.5) for all six factors. A one-way ANOVA revealed
a significant effect for workload among the three conditions (F (2, 57) =
4.362, p = .017). Post hoc tests showed that a significantly lower
workload (p = .007) in Csupporter (M = 40.2, SD = 9.60) compared to
Cflow (M = 52.3, SD = 13.4). There was no significant difference (both p’s
> .34) with Cfree (M = 46.8, SD = 15.4).

5.3 Results related to enjoyment
and comfort

5.3.1 Specific results for Csupporter

Participants were asked to rate their experience with the virtual
supporter directly after experiencing the virtual tour, as summarized in
Table 2. Non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank tests with continuity
correction per item to compare the distribution of responses to the
neutral value of 3 were conducted to determine if there is a statistically
significant deviation from that value. The results are reported in the table.

Furthermore, 14 out of the 20 participants found the number of
monologues during the dynamic transitions to be just right, while
6 participants wished for more. In the free-text field, those six stated
concerns about boredom (1x) and discomfort (2x) arising from
extended silences wished for more occasional turn announcements
(1x) or expressed their desire for more fun facts instead of small talk
(1x) as well as more city-related information (1x).

Evaluating whether participants listened to the supporter’s
supplemental prompts resulted in the following findings. Three
participants (15%) opted to skip just one prompt, two skipped two
prompts (10%), one (5%) skipped three prompts, two missed four
prompts (10%), and two participants (10%) chose to skip five prompts
each. From these 28 missed prompts, only 2 belonged to the individual
POIs (lantern and old bar), while the others were from AOI-contained
POIs. For the AOI visited first (park), 20 supplemental prompts were

TABLE 2 Participants’ ratings with respect to the virtual supporter’s behavior (M denotes themean, SD denotes the standard deviation, andMdn denotes the
median).

TABLE 3 Participants’ ratings with respect to the behavior of the virtual pedestrians in Cflow (M denotes the mean, SD denotes the standard deviation, and
Mdn denotes the median).

TABLE 4 Participants’ ratings with respect to their general experience (M denotes the mean, SD denotes the standard deviation, and Mdn denotes the
median).
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missed in total, while only 6 prompts were skipped for the AOI visited
second (forecourt). Still, when relating the total number of available
supplemental prompts and the number of given prompts for individual
and AOI-contained POIs individually, a binomial test per POI category
revealed a significant deviation from the expected equal
distribution of outcomes (p < .001). Six individual POIs and
20 participants resulted in the potential for 120 supplementary
prompts to be provided, from which 118 were given. The 10 AOI-
contained POIs thus resulted in the potential of
200 supplementary prompts, from which 174 were given.

5.3.2 Specific results for Cflow

Although being naive to the study’s purpose, 17 participants
noticed particular flows of pedestrians moving into the same
direction often, while the remaining 3 participants only noticed
them occasionally. A preference was noted for following these flows,
with 14 participants wanting to do so, while five preferred an
alternative path, and one participant showed indifference to the
pedestrian flows’ directions. This preference was confirmed by a chi-
squared test (χ2 = 13.3, df = 2, p = .001), indicating a departure from
the expected uniform distribution.

After being told that the pedestrian flows were supposed to
subtly guide participants, five participants stated that the flow’s
objective was obvious, while 15 participants stated that they
suspected so after a while. Additionally, 12 participants realized
they followed the pedestrians, while four avoided them, and four
were not affected at all. A chi-squared test (χ2 = 6.4, df = 2, p = .04)
indicated a departure from the expected uniform distribution.

Moreover, participants were asked to rate their experience
with the pedestrian flows based on various questions, as

summarized in Table 3. We, again, used non-parametric
Wilcoxon signed rank tests with continuity correction per
item and reported the results in the table.

5.3.3 Comparative results
We asked our participants to rate their general experience while

exploring the virtual scene in terms of fun and exploration time
(Table 4). Each question was evaluated with a Kruskal–Wallis test;
however, only the exploration time question revealed a significant
difference (p < .001). Post hoc tests revealed a significant difference
(p < .001) between Cfree and Csupporter as well as between Csupporter

and Cflow, reporting that time was perceived as less sufficient for the
free and the flow-supported exploration.

We also evaluated the dimension engagement of the TPI
(Figure 10). A one-way ANOVA (F (2, 57) = 1.09) revealed no
significant differences (p = .34) between the three conditions.

FIGURE 10
Evaluation of the engagement dimensions of the TPI on a
1–7 Likert scale, with 1 being the least desired and 7 themost favorable
answer with p < .001 (***), p < .01 (**), p < .05 (*), and p < .1 (+) and error
bars indicating the standard error.

FIGURE 11
Visualization of the trajectories of each participant, colored
individually, in a top–down view of the virtual city for (A) the free
exploration, (B) the flow-based exploration, and (C) the supporter-
based exploration.
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As proposed by Slater et al. (2022), we performed a sentiment
analysis with the R-package sentimentr (v2.9.0) on participants’
open-ended answers, asking about preferences, concerns, and their
experience. We first expanded ambiguous comments to include
sentiment (from “movement speed” to “I like/dislike the movement
speed”) and aggregated the responses per participant to compute
sentiment/polarity scores (∈ [−1, 1]). A Kruskal–Wallis test revealed
a significant difference (p < .001) in sentiment scores among the
conditions. Post hoc tests revealed significant differences between
Csupporter (M = 0.17, SD = 0.15) and Cfree (M = −0.06, SD = 0.20, p <
.001) as well as Cflow (M = 0.04, SD = 0.20, p = .04).

6 Discussion

The two social support techniques functioned well, as shown
later in connection with H3, allowing us to discuss the insights
gained regarding our comparative hypotheses first.

To assess the acquired scene knowledge (H1), we concentrated
on four knowledge categories: object, factual, landmark, and, for
Csupporter, route knowledge. Our findings indicate a significant
difference in object and factual knowledge among our conditions:
Participants in Csupporter showed superior knowledge, while no
significant difference was found in knowledge acquisition
between the two remaining conditions. Thus, H1 can only be
partially accepted for object and factual knowledge acquisition.

The differences observed in factual knowledge potentially stem
from the presentation technique utilized: the superior Csupporter used
both oral and written information, while Cfree and Cflow relied solely on
written information signs. Our findings thus suggest that oral delivery
enhanced learning in our setting compared to using only written signs,
indicating a potential limitation in our design. To address this, we
propose incorporating an audio tour guide in Cfree and Cflow in future
studies. While refraining from providing directional cues, the audio
guide would provide the virtual supporter’s explanatory prompts at the
respective POIs, ensuring consistent factual knowledge presentation.

With respect to landmark knowledge, H1 is not supported, as
participants performed similarly in locating POIs on a top–down
city map, with the mean scores ranging between 3.6 and 4.55 out of
7. Interestingly, participants in Csupporter showed notable route
awareness, which surprisingly was not reflected in their
proficiency in locating specific POIs. The performance difference
reveals the complexity of knowledge acquisition and underscores the
necessity for further studies to understand the relationship between
route and landmark knowledge.

A prominent influencing factor on scene knowledge is POI
coverage. Although participants in Csupporter, obviously, visited all
POIs, fewer were visited in Cflow, and even fewer in Cfree. This clearly
demonstrates the importance of social wayfinding support. For the
obvious POIs, Csupporter had a significantly higher mean coverage
than Cfree. This suggests that weak social wayfinding has a moderate
influence in this context. In the case of hidden POIs, however,
significant differences were observed among all three conditions,
leading to a decreasing coverage order: Csupporter, Cflow, and Cfree.
This again highlights the pivotal role of Csupporter during scene
exploration. Moreover, this suggests that pedestrian flows are
effective at enhancing exploration in complex or less obvious
scenarios. They assist users in uncovering details that might

otherwise go unnoticed during free exploration, thereby
enhancing their spatial awareness. For more profound insights,
future studies should explore the precise mechanisms by which
pedestrian flows facilitate exploration and how this effect can be
further enhanced.

For participants’ task load (H2), our findings indicate that the
workload in Csupporter was significantly lower than that in Cflow,
partially supporting H2 (Csupporter < Cflow). However, Cfree did not
exhibit a higher workload, as initially expected. Instead, it falls
between Csupporter and Cflow without statistically significant
differences, leading to a partial rejection of H2 (Cflow < Cfree).
This observation may be due to the high pedestrian density in
Cflow. Participants reported concerns about crowded narrow streets
and navigation difficulties due to pedestrian congestion within the
open response sections, which may have increased their mental
workload. Thus, the perceived workload seems to be more
influenced by navigation complexity and frustration from
collisions and blocked pathways, rather than the complexity of
wayfinding decisions.

Although we expected to find a higher engagement rate in
Csupporter due to the direct user–agent interaction, we did not find
significant differences on the TPI’s engagement scale between the
conditions. Furthermore, no significant difference was found when
asking participants whether their experience was fun. This indicates
a partial rejection of H3 in terms of enjoyment. To address the user
comfort ofH3, we need to discuss the individual responses per condition.

Participants in Cfree randomly traversed the city without a clear
pattern (Figure 11A) finding only 80.31% of the POIs in the given
time. While one participant stated in the free-text fields that the Sun,
shadows, andmountains on the skyline helped with orientation, other
participants negatively commented that they “got very lost at the end
and didn’t know where to look for the missing POI” and that the
“environment is sometimes confusing,”which resulted in “no sense of
orientation.” One participant explicitly stated that “I had no time to
orientate and locate myself in the city. I couldn’t create a mental map
of the city. Therefore, I felt lost and helpless.” As a result, six
participants voluntarily expressed their wish for assistance in the
open-ended response fields, asking for maps (3×), street names (1×),
landmarks (1×), or direction signs (3×). Thus, considering the
comparably low performance value for POI coverage and the
anecdotal indications, we find support that incorporating a social
wayfinding technique may improve the exploration experience.

In Cflow, the granted subtle support relies on the participants’
recognition of the pedestrian flows and their conforming behavior
toward the directional cue, resulting in an exhibition of a higher level
of coherence and efficiency during the scene exploration (Figure 11B). All
participants recognized the flows and understood the subtle guiding
mechanism either directly or after a while, while the size of the flows was
perceived as plausible and, in the case of large open spaces, also
appropriate. Seventy percent of participants wanted to follow the
pedestrian flows when recognizing them, and 60% acknowledged that
they had been influenced by pedestrians’ objectives in retrospect,
highlighting the substantial impact of the flows on the participants’
behavior. Participants found high value in being indirectly guided by
pedestrian flows to interesting locations. In the free-text fields, they stated
the guidance was “helpful in finding POIs” “due to the subtle cues where
to go.”They also noted positively that “pedestrians always guiding [them]
wherever [they are]” and that they, thus, had a permanent “indication of
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POIs” bymeans of the flows. Still, they “were able to spend asmuch time
as [they] want in each place,” allowing participants to maintain their
autonomy while still providing a user-friendly and continuous guidance.
Aside from the guidance, participants appreciated the presence of
pedestrians due to their contribution to a lively atmosphere as stated
in the open-comment sections. Participants felt a sense of comfort and
realism, preventing the simulation from feeling like a “desolate ghost
town.” Thus, embedding this social wayfinding support enhanced the
overall experience and the performance in terms of finding POIs.
Nevertheless, the flow management in Cflow needs improvement for
future studies, evident from reservations in the free-textfields. Comments
such as the presence of “too many strangers,” “large crowds forming
quickly,” resulting in “lining up,” and “too many pedestrians in way
sometimes blockingmovements” suggest that the density of theflowswas
suboptimal in certain regions and situations, leading some participants to
prefer other routes to avoid the pedestrians. Some participants even
wished for more social interactions between the pedestrians such as
taking photos at POIs or talking to each other while traversing the scene,
enhancing the realism of the scene.

In Csupporter, the granted support is given by a direct interaction
with the virtual supporter, resulting in completely structured
trajectories (Figure 11C). Participants preferred the virtual
support provided to explore the city over self-guided
exploration, indicating that the virtual supporter’s assistance
was noticeable and contributed to their positive experience. The
balanced nature of the design was also highlighted, as participants’
preference for self-guided exploration was not overshadowed by
the support offered. The findings of the post-study questionnaire
are supported by responses in the free text fields: “Having the
guide by my side helped me to explore the whole city,” as stated by
one participant, clearly supports that participants value being
guided while also having navigation autonomy. In general,
participants had a sense of control throughout the experience,
indicated by statements such as “Even though being guided, I
haven’t felt being out of control over which points are being
visited. “The guidance, they noted, alleviated the need for them
to make own navigation decisions, enabling them to fully engage with
the surroundings as indicated by statements such as “I could just
observe the environment without the need of deciding where to go
next,” “I liked the concept of following a guide, since the city was big
and it would have been difficult to find all attractions” and that “not
having to worry about the navigation in the city” was enjoyed.
Furthermore, participants positively noted the structured manner of
the guidance as indicated by “the comments of the guide structured the
experience.”Participants also expressed the significance of the flexibility
to independently explore specific sections of the city, indicated by
statements for what they liked about the offered experience such as
“possibility of exploring areas on my own with the guide for additional
information”, “multiple sub sights for exploring on your own,” or “the
ability to free-roam in certain areas, like the south-western park.”
Importantly, the interactive attributes of the virtual supporter were also
highlighted positively, with participants appreciating instances where
the guide waited for a participant fallen behind (“the guide waits when
he isn’t followed”) or uttered conversational prompts at the waypoints
(“the guide [. . .] makes small talk”). The quantity of these interim
prompts was in general rated well by 14 participants. The remaining six
even wished for more utterances, i. e., to get to know more city-related
information and fun facts, or some more turn announcements.

Participants, moreover, expressed satisfaction with the virtual
supporter’s interest interference, which was used to start explanatory
prompts for AOI-contained POIs and supplemental prompts for all
POIs. A significant number of supplemental prompts were given, but
they were more likely to be skipped for AOI-contained POIs, especially
for the first AOI. This disparity may be attributed to the nature of AOI-
based exploration. Guided participants at individual POIs likely
engaged more with the POI due to the explicit introduction via the
virtual supporter. During free exploration, however, participants may
have bypassed supplementary prompts due to either a lower perceived
relevance or a preference to discover more POIs instead of engaging
with a specific POI in detail. The latter may also explain the difference
in skipping behavior between the first and second AOIs, as the former
required more active searching, while the POIs in the latter were
immediately visible. More research is needed to understand
participants’ skipping behavior and the potential impact of the
supporter’s behavior.

Although each condition itself is rated well, a sentiment analysis
revealed that participants in Csupporter reported significantly higher
sentiment scores, indicating a greater sense of comfort and
satisfaction with the direct support provided by the VA. In
contrast, Cflow was perceived as less comfortable and engaging,
while Cfree was the least preferred option, even rated negatively.
These results support H3 in terms of user comfort.

However, it is essential to acknowledge the limitations of the
evaluated implementations. Despite generally positive ratings, an
implementation error in Csupporter led to the VA waiting for
participants during guiding when they were ahead. This unintended
delay in exploration frustrated participants, indicating the need for a
continuous, smooth support. Furthermore, a more natural trajectory
design would enhance user comfort. For Cflow, the aforementioned issue
of congested pedestrian flows in narrow spaces posed challenges for user
navigation, especially as the pedestrians became less socially compliant,
reducing user comfort due to collisions. Still,Cflowwas enjoyed and seems
to be a promising support option to be considered next to Csupporter.
However, the choice depends on the specific use case. Csupporter requires
direct interaction with a VA, resulting in a dependence on the VA and
limited autonomy for the user, while providing a suitable structure in a
well-definable time. On the other hand, Cflow allows for greater user
autonomy with support being always readily available; however, the
exploration duration is more challenging to estimate.

The time aspect nicely aligns with two interesting findings: first,
Csupporter received a positive indication of exploration time sufficiency
(exploration time: 40 min), while Cflow and Cfree received significantly
lower ratings. Second, some participants desired a fastermovement speed
in Cfree (6×) and Cflow (5×), while none did in Csupporter. This difference in
perception of their own movement speed could be attributed to the
experience of walking collaboratively with a VA versus walking alone. In
Csupporter, participants may not have desired faster movements since they
relied on their supporter. In Cfree and Cflow, however, participants may
have felt the need for increased speed due to a sense of independence and
full control over their movement. We initially chose continuous
locomotion, matching human walking speed, for realism and to foster
collaborative navigation. However, future research might also explore
alternative navigation techniques, such as redirected walking (Nguyen
et al., 2020; Sayyad et al., 2020) and teleportation (Weißker et al., 2019).

Thus, our results indicate the benefits of social support
techniques during scene exploration and highlight that strong
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social wayfinding (Csupporter) is often superior to weak social
wayfinding (Cflow). Still, it is evident that pedestrian flows are a
promising technique and that overcoming current limitations may
optimize the effectiveness of this approach.

7 Conclusion

Our research highlights the benefits of using strong and weak social
wayfinding strategies for users exploring unknown IVEs. Strong social
wayfinding was realized by a virtual supporter (Csupporter), who guides
users through the IVE, while switching into a knowledgeable companion
in information-dense AOIs. Alternatively, pedestrian flows toward
interesting locations (Cflow) were used as weak social wayfinding
support. The results showed that Csupporter enhances knowledge
acquisition and uses fewer mental resources. However, for users
prioritizing autonomy and ongoing support, weak social wayfinding
may be better suited. Cflow provides visual cues that improve spatial
awareness and knowledge acquisition in comparison to no support,
allowing users to access essential areas, even in less obvious locations.
However, further research is needed to understand the precise
mechanisms by which pedestrian flows influence scene exploration
and to optimize them for a more effective social wayfinding experience.
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